a Civil War that seemed to provide providential proof of the assumptions that underlay National-Catholicism. following Juan Linz's classic typography of the regime, the Church's privileged position is used to make an argument for its non-fascism, or 'limited pluralism'. viii As a result, the historiographical emphasis shifts to power struggles within the regime-4 often misleadingly depicted as Catholics versus fascists-with the 'National-Catholic' phase succeeding the fascist period of the 'first Francoism'. ix Here, NationalCatholicism becomes a substitute for fascism, redefining the regime after the Axis defeat in the Second World War. The aspiration to be 'the spiritual reserve of the West' replaced fascist dreams of imperial glory and so epitomises the post-fascist phase of Franco's Spain, a period when the erstwhile Axis associate redefined itself along ideological lines acceptable to the Western powers.
Yet, rather than substituting for fascism, after 1939 National-Catholicism served as a transitional rhetoric. Even as it moved the Francoist regime away from fascism, National-Catholicism retained its violent mobilising dynamic, identifying internal enemies of its own. During the Civil War, an animus against Protestantism that surely owed more to Catholicism than it did to fascism was immediately apparent in the Nationalist zone. Protestantism had benefitted from the introduction of religious freedom under the Second Republic and its adherents were thus by definition seen as republicans. After 18 July, some were killed in the Nationalist zones, more were imprisoned, and all were subject to restriction and suspicion. to the virtual cessation of public cult, even among Protestants, and assaults were not unknown, particularly during the first year of war. In Republican-held Catalonia, for example, the chapel in Rubí (Barcelona) was subject to an attack by 'groups of "uncontrollables" who tried to loot and burn our church'. xi Protestants were no friends to popery but neither were they sympathetic to anti-religious violence and many were personally conservative. In Lorca (Murcia) , for example, the Baptist minister Bautista
García Arcos stayed overnight with the Servants of Mary sisters at the hospital in order to protect them from Republican militias; as the sister superior testified, his help demonstrated his 'faith and love in Our Lord Jesus Christ'.
xii Their ambivalent position meant that Protestants could be a target for both sides, a position they shared with Catholic Republicans, who were also both religious dissidents and politically centrist. xiii To the new regime, and perhaps in particular to the ecclesiastical authorities, the failings of these dissidents were primarily wilful.
Catholic Republicans were accused of making common cause with communists;
Protestants were deaf to the truth of God's Church. But they still did not fit easily into the regime's favoured category of 'Reds' or pose any serious threat to the governing powers. The putative solution for disobedient Catholics, most notably the Basques, was a return to the fold, shepherded along by clerical authority. Protestants, 6 however, were perceived in more complex terms, in part because of a widespread association between evangelical Christianity and freemasonry. Valdepeñas, and testimony in mission archives gives a different picture of the man.
The founder of the Spanish Gospel Mission referred cryptically to 'one other Spanish Baptist independent' whose 'work is not worth taking into account' while the Brethren's John Biffen saw García Arcos as a danger 'as his popularity would make for dissatisfaction among many'. More troubling was his personal morality as he had 'been living in sin for X years and denying it all this time'. The same themes-of 'error', seduction, not least through external funding, and the susceptibility of the poor and ignorant-were repeated by the archbishop of Zaragoza, who emphasised Protestantism's predatory nature, with its search for 'ignorant and uneducated people' and its desire to increase the number, not of believers, but of 'unbelievers, bad Spaniards and the internal enemies of the nation'. The Acción Católica (AC: Catholic Action) bulletin, Ecclesia, reproduced and circulated these episcopal pronouncements, again playing on the reality of Spanish Protestants' marginality to conflate it with an internal enemy. In October 1947, less than a month after Segura's pastoral, the national AC chaplain spoke of how 'Marxism, masonry and amoralism' had been joined by a 'new enemy', Protestantism, which had launched 'a worrying offensive against the Catholic Church and the religious and social peace of our Fatherland', richly funded by agencies outside Spain 'with ends whose ambition we do not know'. The missionaries' status was thus ambivalent: they were both local and non-local; they belonged but were also outsiders. insistence that 'The general public is all in our favour', opinions were divided and, at least among some, feelings were running high. The association with AC-which at the time this recruited almost exclusively among the middle and upper classes-was well known. In Figueres, the police noted that the graffiti were 'well written and without spelling mistakes, which suggests they were written by people of a certain education' while in Linares, Miss Chesterman recounted how 'as I walked along, some well-dressed youths laughed and looked at me. Two so-called ladies with their mantillas on, on their way to the R.C. Church, as they drew near to me, one of them made a mocking kind of sound and looked at me with scorn, I walked along as if I had not seen it for it is an honour to suffer in the smallest way for the Lord. Barraquer lamented to Pius XII, reflected the Spanish Church's deep-seated preference for official protection over any more troubling, and potentially divisive, strategy of internal renewal. lxvi Spain, true Spain, was Catholic; it did not have to become so. Demonstrating this fact was all that was required. In the aftermath of the Civil War, public liturgies were used not only to reclaim the national landscape but also to allow the citizenry to display their fidelity to the true faith and the true Spain.
The early Franco regime legitimised itself through public acclamation and mass spectacle just as Mussolini's Italy had done. interplay of the human and the heavenly was commonly described as miraculous, a term that appears frequently in relation to the Pilgrim Statue's journey through Spain and, unsurprisingly, the tour led to pastoral letters on Marian devotion in almost every Spanish diocese, particularly those through which the image passed. This proclamation of a Marian age gave the image's journey a triumphal edge, which was reinforced by the extraordinary enthusiasm that marked its reception.
This enthusiasm was, of course, carefully cultivated. In a series of liturgical practices already familiar from diocesan missions, instructions were given that the image was never to be left alone, an adaptation of the familiar Eucharistic practice of 'watching'.
Confessions would be heard, a Holy Hour held, and on the following day the entire parish consecrated to her Immaculate Heart-a derivative devotional practice encouraged by Pius XII, who was to crown the Pilgrim Statue in 1951-before a formal farewell asking for the Virgin's protection and the re-establishment of the Reign of Christ in the world. lxxix Nearly everywhere, the celebrations exceeded what was required. As the image travelled north from Cáceres, it was met by 'fervent and improvised ceremonies': 1,000 communions were distributed in the small-and formerly Republican-textile town of Béjar. In the city of Salamanca, young men from Acción Católica carried the Virgin past an estimated 50,000 people; over the next two days, 'the procession of faithful past the image was constant'. confessing'. lxxxiii It was not, of course, the case that, as AC claimed, the devotion to the Virgin displayed in Madrid had been 'unanimous'. It was rather a performance of Catholic unanimity but one within which numerous individuals could inscribe themselves in the National-Catholic project within a context of repentance, conformity, and conversion. Others, of course, could not.
Catholics versus Protestants in Franco's Spain
The choice of Mary as the divine instrument chosen to achieve the reaffirmation of as 'apotético'-Cardinal Segura preached a sermon explaining how 'She is the one who will defeat the new seven-headed hydra that threatens civilisation'. lxxxv Given the pastoral letter he had published on the dangers of Protestant 'heresy' the previous September, it was not hard to deduce that evangelical Christianity was one of the hydra's heads. The saga of Elche's Baptist chapel continued through the 1950s as a cat and mouse game of permissions, refusals, delaying tactics, supposed hygiene infringements and, eventually, the closure and sealing of the chapel.
Permission to reopen was refused as late as 1961. As well as a change of Civil Governor, the Elche congregation had to contend with clerical denunciations, petitions for the Protestants' removal, and pressure on the local authorities. As Bonifacio remarked, 'Even the small children felt that they had a right to bother us'. 
Conclusion
The position of Protestant Christians in early Franco Spain is thus a paradoxical one.
On the one hand, they were excoriated in various forms of National-Catholic discourse as an enemy that was at once both foreign and indigenous. At least in 33 rhetorical terms, Protestantism was beyond the pale of Francoist Spain, its adherents discriminated against and its public expression suppressed. Yet, the recognition in several cases that the individuals concerned were law-abiding, respectable, 'apolitical'
people suggests an accommodation with non-Catholic Spaniards that was clearly in tension with the official discourse of the National-Catholic regime. The street protests that followed the attack on the chapel in Linares were also proof of this. The On the one hand, they were excoriated in various forms of National-Catholic discourse as an enemy that was at once both foreign and indigenous. At least in rhetorical terms, Protestantism was beyond the pale of Francoist Spain, its adherents discriminated against and its public expression suppressed. Yet, the recognition in several cases that the individuals concerned were law-abiding, respectable, 'apolitical'
people suggests an accommodation with non-Catholic Spaniards that was clearly in tension with the official discourse of the National-Catholic regime. The street protests that followed the attack on the chapel in Linares were also proof of this. The pressure of the times-including the campaigns conducted by members of the clergy-led to small groups of committed individuals taking violent action against Protestants but not to any sustained social exclusion or legal repression. iii See e.g. Julio de la Cueva, Clericales y anticlericales: el conflicto entre confesionalidad y secularizaćon en Cantabria, 1875 -1923 (Santander, 1994 ; Mary
